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CUSTOMARY LAW: THE WAY THINGS WERE, CODIFIED*

Ezra Rosser**

Frequently referred to as “customary law,” the unique traditions and customs of different Native American tribes are cited by their tribal courts as authoritative and binding law. The recent use of customary law as a mechanism for deciding individual cases is not uniform among tribal court systems as it differs depending upon which tribe’s judges are working to place custom into contemporary judicial analysis. Understanding the present role of customary law in tribal law requires first understanding the nature of customary law and then understanding how it is being used. The effect of customary law is dependent upon the place it has in relation to other sources of law from tribal statutes to state common-law. Furthermore, the differing treatment afforded customary law by separate tribal court systems in many ways is a reflection of the degrees of proof required by different courts to establish what is or is not a tribal custom. However, despite limitations upon the use of customary law due to alternative conflicting sources of law and to difficulties proving custom, tribal courts use customary law to decide both the procedural rules of the courtroom and the substantive outcome of many disputes.

I. What is Customary Law?

Though formed by customs and traditions, customary law’s meaning is also based upon its service in defining the role of tribal courts. At its most basic, “in Native American terms, tribal tradition and custom serves as the customary or common law.”1 As with the Pequot tribe, several tribes use the term “common law” interchangeably with “customary law” when describing the place of custom among recognized authorities. Customary law is for some tribal courts seen as a given. “It should come as no surprise that the customs and traditions of the Navajo people have the force of law. They provide a unique body of law known as Navajo common law.”2

---

* Elements of this paper have appeared in other forms and publications. The paper was initially written as part of a Harvard Law School independent study directed by University of Arizona Professor Robert A. Williams, Jr. focusing on customary law for the new edition of Getches, Wilkinson, and Williams, Federal Indian Law (5th ed., 2004). Subsequently, University of Arizona Professor S. James Anaya placed the initial study in a larger historical and comparative context and presented our joint work, Indigenous Justice Systems and Customary Law in the United States: Between Colonization and Self-Determination at the United Nations Meeting of Experts on the Administration of Justice and Indigenous Peoples, Madrid, Nov. 2003, and that joint work has been translated into Spanish and published as a chapter in CAMINOS HACIA EL RECONOCIMIENTO: PUEBLOS INDÍGENAS, DERECHOS Y PLURALISMO (Marco Aparicio Wilhelmi ed., 2005). I am indebted to Professors Williams and Anaya for their earlier use of the work of a then eager student and for their willingness to see this paper presented in a manner that sticks to an exclusively tribal court decision based treatment of customary law.
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Customary law naturally appeals to many tribal courts, not only because it allows tribal justice to accord with tribal society as shown through traditions, but also because the use of customary law is thought to reinforce the very same traditions. Customary law is good in and of itself, according to this perspective, for preserving culture:

As a sovereign Indian nation that is constantly developing, the Navajo Nation must be forever cautious about state or foreign law infringing on Navajo Nation sovereignty. The Navajo Nation must control and develop its own legal system because "the concept of justice has its source in the fabric of each individual society. The concept of justice, what it means for any group of people, cannot be separated from the total beliefs, ideas, and customs of that group of people."³

Similar language in opinions to the quote above suggests that for tribal courts in particular customary law plays an especially important role in linking justice with community values. At least some courts seem willing to suggest that customary law has a larger role in tribal court decisions than it does in decisions of state and federal courts. “Custom and tradition are important considerations in tribal courts such as this one. As one tribal justice and Indian law commentator has stated, tribal courts must not lose touch with the people and traditions that nourish them.”⁴ In some decisions then, customary law is presented as fundamental to Native cultural survival and as something perhaps uniquely, or predominantly, the providence of tribal courts.

The Navajo Nation courts which frequently rely upon customary law has implicitly rejected the notion that this sort of law is unique to tribal courts, and instead, in two opinions, has linked customary law as practices by tribal courts to be the same sort of law used by Anglo court systems. The Navajo Court of Appeals held that with customary or common law it would “adopt the ancient precedent that the Navajo common law is as the English common law.”⁵ The Court then went on to quote William Blackstone, at length, on the Law of England to define common or customary law:

The lex non scripta, or unwritten law, includes not only general customs, or the common law properly so called; but also the particular customs of certain parts of the kingdom; and likewise those particular laws, that are by custom observed only in certain courts and jurisdictions.⁶

Thus, in answering the question, what is customary law, the Navajo Court grounds its answer in an established authority for Anglo-American jurisprudence. Likewise, in defining “custom,” the Navajo Court cites John Chipman Gray’s The Nature and Sources of Law for the proposition that

⁶ Id. at 179-80, ¶ 28 (VersusLaw) (citing WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, 1 COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW OF ENGLAND 62).
“custom is what men do, not what they think.”7 In Lente the Navajo Court goes on by saying, “custom is the practice or regular conduct of members of a group of people, acting in a certain way.”8

The perspective found in these two Navajo cases is not one of difference from but one of similarity to the Anglo-American use of customary or common law. The choice by the Navajo court system to ‘normalize’ the use of customary law by framing it in terms of authorities and practices common in state and federal courts is very important for understanding customary law because the Navajo court system in particular bases many decisions on this source of law. Navajo courts, while still using the term “customary law” often, seem to disdain usage of that term because as words of art the term runs counter to the ‘normalizing’ understanding of this type of law that the same courts attempt through their definition of customary law. It is not surprising therefore that the Navajo Supreme Court prefers “the term "Navajo Common Law" rather than "custom" for the reason that it is not widely understood that the customs and traditions of the Navajo People are law, and the English term is used because it more accurately reflects our customs as law.”9

The desire to characterize customary law as identical to Anglo-American common law is limited by tribal courts’ acknowledgement that it is their unique ability to apply customary law that differentiates them from non-tribal courts. The Colville Confederated Court began its statement of its role by saying “our court system interprets and enforces laws from custom and tradition.”11 During the crisis set off by the controversy involving Peter MacDonald, the Navajo Supreme Court likewise put itself forward as the best suited institution for review of Tribal Council action because its familiarity with “Navajo customs” made it a preferable venue to “far-away federal courts.”12 In Halona, the Navajo Court further emphasized the unique power of customary law to give tribal courts a distinct and crucial role in tribal justice when the Court explained that it could not “adequately explain” its ruling in English, and therefore, had to issue part of the ruling from the bench in the Navajo language.13 The wish to find roots for customary law in the Anglo-American legal tradition is limited by the somewhat conflicting necessity of claiming customary law as solely within the sphere understood by tribal courts.

---

8 Id. at 80, 1982.NANN.0000030, ¶ 108 (citing EDWIN W. PATTERSON, JURISPRUDENCE: MEN AND IDEAS OF LAW 224(1953)).
9 In re Estate of Apachee, 4 Nav. R. at 181, 1983.NANN.0000070, ¶ 33.
10 I am going to use ‘customary law’ and not ‘common law’ for the remainder of the paper not to suggest disagreement with the Navajo Court but to differentiate custom based law from precedent based common-law.
13 Id. at 211, 1978.NANN.0000002, ¶ 110.
II. Where does Customary Law fit in relation to other sources of law?

The role of customary law depends upon the place of customary law relative to other sources—tribal, state, and federal—of law considered by tribal courts and the consequent level of authority customary law is granted. Although tribal courts at times will write as if custom is the sole grounds upon which they base decisions, more frequently the complexities of considering these many types of authority are acknowledged as the sources of law are placed into a hierarchy. Even where the relevant analysis centers upon customary law, federal and state laws can still play a role through tribal courts usage of those authorities as instructive for understanding tribal, including custom based law. Finally, from the fact that customary law is subject to a legal hierarchy comes the possibility of customs and traditions being overruled by higher authorities or changing norms.

Tribal courts defining their sphere of influence, authority, and expertise occasionally present customary law as having an all-encompassing and higher role than any other types of law. The Navajo experience with customary law, first developed by the judiciary and then emphasized and codified by the Navajo Nation Council in their statutory recognition of the Fundamental Laws of the Diné, provides a way of looking at the all-important role of customary law. Two Navajo Nation opinions exemplify the independent judicial temptation to see customary law as existing separate from and above other types of law, even implicitly other tribal law. In Ben v. Burbank, customs and traditions are described as “the laws of preference” for present Navajo courts as they have been since the first Indian claims courts. Burbank goes on, “Navajo courts apply Navajo customs and traditions, or Navajo common law, before they apply any other form of law… Navajo common law is the first law of our courts.”

Such an elevated position for customary law makes custom based arguments attractive and in fact requisite for any attorney hoping to win on the Navajo Nation. In Bennett v. Navajo Board of Election Supervisors, the Navajo Supreme Court wrote that the Navajo word for “law,” beehaz’aahii, while sometimes used for tribal council resolutions, actually referred to:

something which is "way at the top"; something written in stone so to speak; something which is absolutely there; and, something like the Anglo concept of natural law. In other words, Navajos believe in a higher law, and as it is expressed in Navajo, there is a concept similar to the idea of unwritten constitutional law.

Not surprisingly, Bennett’s conclusion is that customary law is “natural law” for the Navajo people: to the extent that “customs and traditions are fundamental and basic to Navajo life and society, they are higher law.” Indeed, by defining beehaz'aahii in a way suggesting that tribal

---

16 Id. at 432, 1996.NANN.0000008, ¶ 26.
18 Id. at 324, 1990.NANN.0000016, ¶ 42.
resolutions are not truly law as the Navajo word is properly understood and describing custom as an unwritten constitutional law, the Navajo Supreme Court seems to see customary law as the highest possible law. With the Navajo Council’s recognition of the Fundamental Laws of the Diné, judicial opinions asserting the primacy of customary law were supported by a powerful statutory mandate. Following Council Resolution CN-69-02 and linked choice of law amendment CO-72-03, there remained no question that a trial court could take judicial notice of Navajo Fundamental Law. Furthermore, tribal provisions “passed before the Fundamental Law statute, and in irreconcilable conflict with one of those principles must yield” according to the Navajo Supreme Court’s understanding of the effect of the Council’s recognition of the primacy of Navajo Fundamental Laws. Despite the reaffirmation of customary law accomplished in both Navajo cases and the recent Navajo Council’s Fundamental Law statute, other tribal courts and even Navajo courts in other pre-Resolution CN-69-02 cases have customary law, while important, as simply one level of authority, and not necessarily the highest.

Tribal court judges regularly are faced with a myriad of sometimes conflicting jurisdictional and conflict of laws situations that arguably are much more complicated than those faced by their peers on state or federal benches; therefore, tribal courts need a mechanism for dealing with these complex choice of law questions. The Hopi Tribe in particular has innumerable decisions establishing the following legal hierarchy and can therefore serve as the best example a tribal court system thinking through the choice of law mechanisms:

When deciding matters of law, Hopi Trial Courts must consult authorities in their proper precedential order. The suggested order of authority for the Hopi Tribe is:

1. the Hopi Constitution and By-laws;
2. Ordinances of the Hopi Tribal Council;

---

19 In re Estate of Kindle, No. SC-CV-40-05, slip op. at 7 (Nav. Sup. Ct. May 18, 2006), available at 2006.NANN.0000017, ¶ 28 (VersusLaw). The author would like to thank Paul Spruhan, Navajo Nation Supreme Court Law Clerk, who highlighted both the Kindle and Vern Lee cases as worthy of examination regarding the effect of CN-69-02 on judicial use of Navajo customary law.


21 Is it no wonder then that many scholars of Indian Law are also Conflict of Laws scholars.

Federal law, Arizona law, and the common law are merely persuasive, not mandatory, authority. 

The above order is merely “suggested” because, as Hopi Indian Credit Assoc. v. Thomas, makes clear, number (5) federal law at times can “in circumstances dictated by the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution, be required to take a higher order or precedence.” Nevertheless, Hopi decisions continually highlight the “merely persuasive” nature of federal and state law.

Customary law’s important role in tribal jurisprudence is not diminished by the fact that it is part of a hierarchy of legal sources, rather customary law’s unique ability to be both an independent authority and a tool for interpreting federal and state law gives it even greater significance. Customary law has enough independent strength as a category of law for a trial court’s not mentioning customs to be labeled error caused “by applying foreign law before it considered the relevancy of Hopi custom.” The true meaning of customary law comes across not only from cases decided upon it alone but also from cases in which custom is used by tribal courts to decide whether state and federal laws should be applied or used as reference points. State and federal law provides “guidance” to the Colville Confederated tribal courts and is “persuasive when consistent with Tribal policies and customs.” The same court later warned that though it will examine federal court treatment of “similar constitutionally-based issues,” it will only adopt common law interpretations consistent with tribal law because “any parallels between federal common law and tribal law must be drawn with caution.”

---

26 See Komalestewa v. Hopi Tribe, No. AP-004-90, 1996.NAHT.0000008, ¶ 21 (Hopi Tribal Ct. Mar. 29, 1996) (VersusLaw) (In the absence of tribal law or customary law, “we will consider foreign law and apply it to the extent it is consistent with our customs, traditions and culture.”).
29 Sam v. Colville Confederated Tribes, No. AP93-15379/80, 1994.NACC.0000002, ¶ 25 (Colville Confederated Tribes Ct. App. Mar. 8, 1994) (VersusLaw). In tribal courts, foreign laws—federal or state—can serve as tools or interpretation aids for tribal law, just as customary law helps interpret foreign law; yet, always against the backdrop that customary law remains a mandatory authority. In Johnson v. Dixon, 4 Nav. R. 108, 110 (Nav. App. Ct. Oct. 17, 1983), available at 1983.NANN.0000032, ¶¶ 31-33 (VersusLaw), the Navajo Court of Appeals, after saying that tribal law must come before state law, described the use of state law as a mechanism for interpretation as:

This is not to say that state law may not have its place. Our statutes are largely the product of Anglo-European legal thinking and drafting, and they are frequently based upon legislative models found in state and federal legislation. That being the case, state cases and similar statutes may be used in aid of
The power of custom as law is limited by the twin effects of its position below written tribal law and of the potential for customs to change. “Where tribal tradition and custom conflict with subsequent [tribally] written law,” the Yakima tribe “has allowed its written tribal code to be overridden by custom” related to the treatment of traditional weddings. The Navajo courts however, prior to passage of Council Resolution CN-69-02, had at times treated tribal enactments as superceding custom, even if that custom was firmly rooted. The changing societal norms contained below the surface when a newer written law rejects older customs or traditions presents an analogous problem when customs independently, that is without official legislative action, change or become indeterminate with time.

Customs change and courts have recognized these changes through changes in the governing customary law. For an illustrative example, one Navajo custom, described as the “expected compensation for sexual favors,” has been overridden, not by legislative action but instead because “of the ever changing Navajo common law through the introduction of Anglo-American customs and traditions (common law) and will often times conflict with existing statutes.” In that case, Gary Witherspoon’s Navajo Kinship and Marriage was used for the proposition that “in Navajo society, a woman bestows sexual favors on a man in exchange for something of economic value,” but the court decided that that custom, not only had changed, but also certainly did not warrant the plaintiff receiving her lover’s 1986 GMC truck. Despite odd cases such as Estate of Bigthumb, the serious and difficult issues related to the application of customary law have been acknowledged as limiting its power and potential use as final authority. The concerns raised by Navajo customary law are very much the concerns all tribal court systems should share regarding customary law:

The danger in using Navajo custom and tradition lies in attempting to apply customary principles without understanding their application to a given situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Footnote</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>See, e.g., In re Marriage of Slim, 3 Nav. R. 218 (Crwn. D. Ct. Apr. 13, 1982), available at 1982.NANN.0000060, ¶ 14 (VersusLaw) (disallowing remarriage following a customary as opposed to legal divorce with the words, “the Navajo Tribal Council has the authority to override Navajo custom and tradition by statute”); Begay v. Chief, No. SC-CV-08-03, slip op. at 6 (Nav. Sup. Ct. May 18, 2005), available at 2005.NANN.0000004, ¶ 27-29 (VersusLaw) (disallowing “traditional” divorce when tribal statutes require a court issued divorce decree). Implicit of course in the earlier discussion of the Navajo sense of an unwritten constitution is the possibility of judicial rejection of certain, more major, overriding of custom.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Navajo custom varies from place to place throughout the Navajo Nation; [o]ld customs and practices may be followed by the individuals involved in a case or not; [t]here may be a dispute as to what the custom is and how it is applied; or, [a] tradition of the Navajo may have so fallen out of use that it cannot any longer be considered a "custom."\(^{34}\)

*Lente* is a telling study of customary law’s limitations in that the reviewing court held that a “trial judge may be justified in disregarding old ways... we see no reason to overturn his decision for failure to strictly follow custom and tradition.”\(^{35}\)

### III. Establishing Custom before Tribal Courts

The difficulties inherent in the use of customary law makes the substantiation and methods of proving customs all the more important if customary law is to help enable tribally and culturally appropriate justice. Although tribes sometimes will have had books written about their customs or have other written items to guide courts in determining custom, in many ways establishing the existence of a custom is more similar to providing evidence than citing definite authority. Customary law can be recognized in a courtroom through judicial notice of known and well-accepted customs or through court acceptance of accounts given by experts detailing traditions and customs. The burden to introduce custom and the burden to substantiate customs varies from tribal court to tribal court. Understanding the duty of proof related to customary law is crucial to an understanding of the nature of customary law because this duty will help dictate the availability and use of customary law as legal authority.

Judicial notice of tribal custom is the simplest form by which customary law can be considered. Describing the circumstance of judicial notice, one tribal court judge said that there would be such notice of custom only if the custom is of the sort “every damn fool knows.”\(^{36}\) Or, stated differently, “a court may dispense with proof of the existence of a Hopi custom, tradition or culture if it finds the custom, tradition or culture to be generally known and accepted within the Hopi Tribe. In such a case, the judge may take judicial notice of the custom or tradition.”\(^{37}\) The frequency and ‘degree’ of judicial notice varies from judge to judge and tribe to tribe, largely depending on the nature of the customs at issue and the willingness of the tribal court to find custom. A Hopi judge for example ruled that though the appeals court could “take judicial notice of custom,” the interpretation of that custom should take place at the trial court level.\(^{38}\) Still other judges are much less receptive to taking judicial notice of custom, applying the

---


\(^{35}\) *Id.* at 81, 1982.NANN.0000030, ¶ 118.


general rule that the parties must present tribal customs or cultural practices otherwise they are not considered.39

The fact that parties in tribal court cannot guarantee that the court will take notice of an existing, even common, custom means that as a practical matter parties should introduce customs which must be “proved by expert testimony or otherwise shown by evidence.”40 Experts on customs are described in many ways: counselors,41 medicine men,42 or simply as experts.43 Similarly, custom can be established through written treatises on custom, but courts will look at such texts cautiously because the works of “anthropologists, ethnologists and other commentators” on custom often are inaccurate as only tribal members make the “most accurate commentators on themselves.”44 Whether custom is described by texts or experts, tribal courts establish “methodology for establishing tradition and custom” that are distinct from tribe to tribe.45 Just as the methods for establishing tradition vary from tribe to tribe, so too does the degree of substantiation required for customs to be accepted by tribal courts.46 Effective


42 See In re Estate of Bigthumb, 6 Nav. R. 453, 455 (W.R. Dist. Ct. Jan. 20, 1989) available at 1989.NANN.0000026, ¶ 22 (VersusLaw) (a Navajo medicine man described payment to women for being dancing partners at squaw dances in order to show the custom of monetizing sexual intercourse).


advocacy before tribal courts thus requires knowledge of both tribal customs and the methodology required for customs to be recognized as customary law.

IV. Conclusion

Customary law is an important, even critical, part of tribal jurisprudence but also one that can be difficult to understand. The complex nature of customary law combined with the place of customary law in the hierarchy of law from other sources of law make it an unusual sort of legal authority subject to distinct methods of proof. Customary law is perhaps best understood through the words of one tribal court:

We believe that incorporating our customs into our written law is very important. It is what will set us apart from the state and federal courts. Our courts must approach this carefully, however. Customs and traditions are viable, living doctrines that grow with the community and the time. They are not static, frozen in the past of tepees and buckskin clothing. A good analysis of the applicability of custom and tradition in a case must be able to trace a current practice back to its roots in our society. It will not necessarily have the same complexion, but it should have the same foundation. Our customs and traditions define our uniqueness not only from the non-Indian society, but from other Indian tribes, too. To define a custom or tradition in our current Tribal Court system is an important task which should not be taken lightly by the courts or the parties.47

Appendix

Tribal Courts have applied customary law to a wide range of issues and cases. By its very nature, customary law does not lend itself to interpretation as to the application of custom to particular issues. The distinctive customs of each tribe means that customary law as used in tribal courts is highly dependent upon the history and culture of each tribe. Yet, through the range and type of topics being addressed using customary law, a sense of its importance comes across. Customary law helps determine the rules of tribal court justice and the substantive rights and responsibilities related to a range of issues. A sampling of type of cases and uses of customary law is found below:\(^{48}\)

Rules

Right to Notice

- Customary law includes notice and right to defend one’s self.\(^{49}\)
- Notice is part of tradition and custom.\(^{50}\)
- Criminal statutes must provide notice that an activity is prohibited.\(^{51}\)
- Hopi custom requires fairness which at a minimum includes notice and opportunity to be heard.\(^{52}\)

Due Process Rights

- “Traditional Navajo due process encompasses a wider zone of interest than general American due process.”\(^{53}\)
- Role of courts is to formulate due process by combining Navajo government with Navajo customs.\(^{54}\)
- Due process guarantees in some cases, not this one, subject to changes based on tradition or cultural norms.\(^{55}\)
- Due process principles are not the “disrupt settled tribal customs.”\(^{56}\)


Due Process “must be interpreted in a way that will enhance Navajo culture and tradition.”

Jurisdiction and Standing
- Domicile established not by physical location but by connection based on customary “extended family relations.”
- Domicile for purposes of venue is by custom where Navajos “maintain their traditional and legal ties, regardless of where they actually live.”
- Clan relations determine venue, not actual location.
- Custom based connection of non-Navajos to Navajos subjects some such individuals to criminal jurisdiction.
- Standing based on customs, standing is broader than federal standing.

Subject Matter Jurisdiction
- Subject Matter Jurisdiction of courts can be limited by custom of village handling of disputes.
- Custom can limit subject matter jurisdiction over inheritance disputes because villages traditionally settle such disputes.
- The communal ownership of land customarily means that the judiciary has jurisdiction over land disputes.

Rules of Evidence
- “This Court is free to interpret rules of evidence in light of Navajo common law,” and therefore, oral wills are admitted.
- Spousal confidentiality privilege based on custom.

---

Role of Judges and Juries

- According to Navajo customs, juries have a right to ask questions.\(^{68}\)
- “The court takes judicial notice of the fact there is a longstanding custom and tradition among the Navajo People for a judge of the Navajo Tribal Courts to appoint a member of the community to mediate and conciliate problems among members of the community.”\(^{69}\)
- Custom along with help from outside standards helps define the role of judges.\(^{70}\)
- Qualifications for judges includes knowledge of customs.\(^{71}\)
- Role of judges is to know customs.\(^{72}\)

Representation and Practice Rules for Lawyers

- Right to indigent representation based on custom.\(^{73}\)
- Non-law trained Navajos can be admitted to practice before the Navajo court system as advocates because they are aware of Navajo customs and traditions.\(^{74}\)
- Custom based right to effective counsel.\(^{75}\)
- Knowledge of customs or ability to know customs required to practice law before tribal courts.\(^{76}\)

Equity Nature and Power of Courts

- Nalyeeh is a unique Navajo principle that is used to redress civil wrongs.\(^{77}\)

Rights

Marriage, Children, and Divorce

- Custom requires father provide child support.\(^{78}\)
- By custom of leaving hogans, ex-wife can’t get life insurance though named as the beneficiary on the deceased’s policy.\(^{79}\)

---


• Child support is an element of customary law.  
• In competing claims of illegitimacy women have equal rights “based upon tradition and custom.”
• Customary law calling for family cohesion requires paternity testing.
• Customary law determines rules of adoption.
• By custom, common-law weddings are not recognized only recognition of customary and legal weddings.
• Right to alimony can be based on common, customary law.
• Customary duty of child support: “absolute obligation under Navajo tradition.”
• Award of alimony not against custom.
• Customary duty of child support, alimony.

Restitution

• Compensating victims is part of custom.
• “Restitution in criminal and quasi-criminal cases is also a matter of Navajo custom, and this court will require it whenever and wherever it is appropriate to the circumstances.”
• Restitution is “central to Navajo tradition.”
• Damages determined by customary law.
• “Restitution is recognized as a tradition of the Mohegan Tribe.”

---

Employment

- Navajo’s have close relations both with spouses and kin, so power plant’s anti-nepotism policy is invalid in not permitting husband and wives to both be hired.94
- Government agents of Navajo Nation not protected by sovereign immunity by Navajo principle of k’e.95

Death and Inheritance

- Oral wills acceptable because of customary use and norm.96
- Custom includes wrongful death cause of action.97
- Customary law of inheritance: Navajo custom “controls” intestate succession.98
- Custom determines inheritance even if against probate rules.99

Land

- Land ownership and trust is more communal under customary law, and further, that “one must use it or lose it.”100
- Navajos should not lie according to customs and land use and social order part of customs.101
- Land is communal under Navajo customary law of land tenure.102

Government and Government Officials

- “Navajo common law acknowledges that there is a strong and fundamental tradition that any Navajo can participate in the processes of government”103
- Egalitarian participation in government part of custom.104
- Tradition of allowing anyone to run for election.105
- Duty of fiduciary trust based on “traditional concept” of naat’aani.106

---

• Navajo culture is against government corruption.  

• Custom says that punishment only as a last resort, so notice of no police power required.

Additional Customary Law Decisions

• Gifts to individuals can be considered communal gifts by customary law.

• Freedom of speech limited by responsibility to not hurt anyone because “as a matter of Navajo tradition and custom, people speak with caution and respect.”

• Jail time can be subject to custom based arguments.

• Vagueness can void statutes by customary law.

• Required to prove custom supports community service in lieu of jail time.

---


